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Take-home message 

Seismic 
waves offer  

in-situ 
measurements 

of internal 
stellar physics: 
new look upon 

stars 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©PhysicsToday

the art is to 
get the 

seismic info 
out of  

the data… 



How Do Stars Live?
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Stars: building blocks of galaxies & exoplanetary systems
low- & intermediate-mass stars

high-mass stars
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99% of nuclear life

Life determined  
by uncalibrated  
interior physics

high-mass stars

low- & intermediate-mass stars

main sequence     red giant

main sequence     supergiant

Stellar interiors: poorly known
Rotation? Convection? Mixing? Magnetism? 
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improve our knowledge of every juncture in a star’s
life—from the moments just before it’s born to the
time of its silent or fiery death.

Scratching the surface
As a star evolves, its luminosity and effective tem-
perature change. The star’s evolution can therefore
be charted as a path on a so-called Hertzsprung–
Russell diagram (HRD), as shown in figure 1. Note
that the luminosity of the various types of stars
spans nine orders of magnitude, whereas the effec-
tive temperature spans less than two. 

Typically, stellar models are evaluated by com-
paring their predicted paths through the HRD, in-
dicated with black lines in figure 1, with the posi-
tions of actual stars in various stages of evolution.
Evaluated by such basic criteria, the models have
impressive strength. However, the evolutionary
paths are appreciably affected by poorly known
physical processes in the stellar interior, including
convection, rotation, and the settling of atomic
species. Early in their evolution, during their core-
hydrogen-burning phase, stars with mass greater
than about 2 M⊙ have a fully mixed, convective core
and an unmixed envelope in which radiative heat
transfer dominates; for stars with mass less than
about 1 M⊙, the core is radiative and the envelope is
convective. (The exact cutoff values depend on a
star’s metal content.) Stars of intermediate mass
have a convective core and envelope separated by a
radiative zone. (For more on stellar structure, see
the article by Eugene Parker, PHYSICS TODAY, June
2000, page 26.)

After core-hydrogen burning, all stars have a

convective envelope, but its extent is poorly known.
Moreover, it’s possible that convection zones may
arise at positions between the core and the outer en-
velope in some evolutionary phases. 

In theory, a star’s internal structure can be in-
ferred from its effective temperature and luminos-
ity. But although Teff can be measured accurately
from a stellar spectrum, L is notoriously difficult to
determine; estimating L from measured fluxes re-
quires precise knowledge of the distance between
the star and Earth. For a limited number of relatively
bright stars, interferometric measurements,2 which
combine the stellar light observed by an array of 
telescopes, have sufficient resolving power to 
deliver an estimate of R, which can in turn be used
to determine L. (See the article by Theo ten Brum-
melaar, Michelle Creech-Eakmen, and John Monnier,
PHYSICS TODAY, June 2009, page 28.) But for most

Figure 1. This Hertzsprung– Russell diagram shows the effective 
temperatures and luminosities of the various classes of seismically 
oscillating stars. At birth, all of the stars burn hydrogen in their core and
lie on the red line, known as the main-sequence curve. After the core-
hydrogen-burning phase, stars evolve off the main-sequence curve as
they progress through a series of nuclear fusion cycles. (Solid black lines
denote the predicted evolution for stars of various birth masses, with
masses given in terms of the solar mass M⊙.) The Sun’s predicted path,
including its denouement—shrinking into a cool, dense white dwarf—
is indicated in green. The blue and orange shading corresponds to 
effective temperature. The hatching indicates the nature of the dominant
oscillation modes in each stellar class: Positive slope indicates gravity
modes; negative slope indicates pressure modes. (Figure courtesy of
Pieter Degroote and Péter Pápics.)

 

Stellar evolution is  
dictated by  

stellar interior  
 

Asteroseismology  
to the rescue:  

 requires long-term 
uninterrupted  

high-precision data 
 

From C. Aerts, Physics Today,  2015

Starquakes as Modern Tool
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Stellar oscillations probe stellar interiors

©PhysicsToday
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Space Asteroseismology Revolution



                Ingredients: temporal/spatial 
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Periodic perturbations of equations of physics: 
oscillations are the eigenmodes of the star
Each mode described by spherical harmonic & frequency: 
 
 
Dominance of acting forces?
1. pressure  (acoustic waves)
2. buoyancy (gravity waves) 
3. Coriolis (inertial waves)
4. Lorentz (Alfvén waves)
5. tidal (tidal waves) 

Kepler!



 mass, chemistry, age:  
convection?  

mixing? rotation?

Theoretical chemistry, 
luminosity, oscillations

THEORY

STELLAR MODEL  
FOR SPECIFIED  
INPUT PHYSICS
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Data-driven modelling

space Kepler/K2/TESS  
 ground spectroscopy  
space Gaia distances

Observed chemistry, 
luminosity, oscillations

OBSERVATIONS
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variability  
classification 

from ML : 
clustering, 

deep learning 
…
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Theoretical predictions

Theoretical predictions 
for oscillations

THEORY OBSERVATIONS

STELLAR MODEL  
FOR SPECIFIED  
INPUT PHYSICS

 mass, chemistry, age +  
convection? mixing? 

rotation? magnetism?

space Kepler/K2/TESS  
 ground spectroscopy  
space Gaia distances

Observed chemistry, 
luminosity, oscillations
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 mass, metallicity, age +  
convection? mixing? 

rotation? magnetism?

Aims of Asteroseismology

Observed properties 
of oscillation modes

Theoretical predictions 
for oscillations

THEORY OBSERVATIONS

STELLAR MODEL  
FOR SPECIFIED  
INPUT PHYSICS

Two Major Aims: 
 

High-precision M, R, age 
 

Improve Input Physics 

? ? ?

space Kepler/K2/TESS  
 ground spectroscopy  
space Gaia distances



 
 SOME APPLICATIONS:  

 
1) WEIGHING, SIZING, AGEING  

OF STARS  

2) INTERNAL ROTATION  
OF STARS  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Helioseismology paved the way

(Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2002, Reviews of Modern Physics)

Courtesy: ESA/NASA SoHO

Limit of high  
frequency waves:  
ignore Coriolis &  

Lorentz forces
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Red Giants: successors of Suns

(Hekker & Christensen-Dalsgaard, 2017, Astronomy &Astrophysics  Review)

Courtesy: NASA Kepler



Slide courtesy of Daniel Huber

Sizing stars to 1% precision



Weighing/ageing stars to 2/10% precision

sound speed: density  
+R gives mass 
small spacing:  

He in core -> age 
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R, M, age for Exoplanet Research

Courtesy of Nathalie Bathala

Huber et al. (2013) Van Eylen et al. (2014, 2018), Campante et al. (2016), Chontos et al. (2019)

Asteroseismology of Host Star: factor ~2 improvement 
for exoplanet radius + age delivery!

Courtesy:  
Ashley  

Chontos
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Seismic mass, radius, age of red giants from scaling relations 

 

Courtesy: Andrea Miglio

K2 data: ecliptic 
 

TESS data: all sky

Ages for Galactic Archaeology

 
             Asteroseismic distances ~few%  
 
(Silva Aguirre et al. 2012, Miglio et al. 2013, Stello et al. 2015, Huber et al. 2017,  
Hon et al. 2019, Bellinger et al. 2019, Sharma et al. 2019, Jie Yu et al. 2020,…)



 
 SOME APPLICATIONS:  

 
1) WEIGHING, SIZING, AGEING  

OF STARS  

2) INTERNAL ROTATION  
OF STARS  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nuclear  
burning

 
microscopic physics: 

atomic diffusion

macroscopic physics: 
element transport, e.g.  
rotation, waves, magnetism,… 

Chemical evolution?



Rotational splitting of modes
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 Star more massive than Sun: Kurtz et al. (2014)



Internal Stellar Rotation
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Beck et al. (2012, Nature)

Rotation shifts frequencies, cf. music



“Watching” stars grow old
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Successors of sun-like stars: Deheuvels et al. (2014)



   Asteroseismic estimates of Ωcore  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We cannot  
do this for  
the Sun…  

1210 stars



   Asteroseismic estimates of Ωcore  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~1800 stars (Aerts, 2021, RMP)

Gang Li et al. (2019a,b; 2020) 
Aerts et al. (2017)

Mosser et al. (2012) 
Gehan et al. (2018) 
Tayar et al. (2019)
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Stars with convective core 
rotate quasi-rigidly 

 
AM transport to keep ~rigid 

rotation & agree with  
AM of WDs  

 
Magnetism/Tayler Instability: 

Fuller et al. (2019), 
Takahashi & Langer (2020) 

Loi et al. (2019, 2020), 
Bugnet et al. (2021) 

 
and/or 

 
IGWs: 

Rogers (2015); 
Edelmann et al. (2019);  

Horst et al. (2020)

Measuring  Ωcore versus Ωenv  

 
“Standard SSE” needs fixes…  

(figure from Aerts, 2021, RMP, 111 stars)
Courtesy: Philipp Edelmann



Ongoing TESS/Gaia/Spectroscopic Surveys
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SDSS-V

Onward to   
high mass &  
evolved BSG 
(incl. LMC)  

Mercator, La PalmaVLT-UVES

TESS

GaiaPedersen et al. (2021, 
Nature Astronomy)



Onward to PLATO (2026+)
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SDSS

8% Data Rate is Guest Observer program via open  
ESA calls, incl. ToO option: welcome!
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Much more to it: tidal, magneto-, pre-MS,   
nonlinear, GIW, … asteroseismology 

Aerts, 2021, RMP: https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.12300 
general introduction & update for non-expert

Figure courtesy: 
Aerts, Mathis, Rogers,  

2019: ARAA, 57, 35, 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.07779 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.12300
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.07779

